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Introduction: atoms and atomic nuclei

~ 50 cm

~ 10-10 m

cells
DNA

~ 10-8 m

atom

All things are made of atoms.

~ mm = 10-6 m



Introduction: atoms and atomic nuclei

~ 50 cm

~ 10-10 m

cells
DNA

~ 10-8 m

atom

~ 10-15 m

atomic nucleus



electron cloud (-e)

proton (+e)

neutron (no charge)

Neutral atoms: # of protons = # of electrons

Chemical properties of atoms            # of electrons 

Mp ~ Mn ~ 2000 Me the mass of atom ~ the mass of nucleus



Nuclear

Physics

Nucleus as a quantum many body system

charge      mass (MeV)     spin

Proton           +e         938.256            ½+

Neutron         0           939.550            ½+

Basic ingredients:

(note)  n   p + e- + ν (10.4 min)

1 fm = 10-15 m



Periodic table of chemical elements

tabular arrangement of chemical elements based on 

the atomic numbers (= # of electrons = # of protons)



proton (+e)

neutron (no charge)

Where are neutrons?



Nuclear Chart: 2D map of atomic nuclei

neutron number

proton 

number



Nuclear Chart: 2D map of atomic nuclei

neutron number

proton 

number
isotopes
16O (Z=8, N=8, A=16)
17O (Z=8, N=9, A=17)
18O (Z=8, N=10, A=18)

A=Z+N



neutron number

proton 

number

・Stable nuclei in nature： 287 

・Nuclei artificially synthesized ：about 3,000

・Nuclei predicted：about 7,000 ~ 10,000 

Nuclear Physics: 

Several static and 

dynamical properties

of those nuclei



Nuclear Chart: 2D map of atomic nuclei

neutron number

proton 

number
how many neutrons can be attached?

what is the shape of nuclei?

is there any exotic structure? 

what is the heaviest nucleus? 

how do nuclei decay?

….. etc. etc. 



An example of what we investigate in nuclear physics

what is the shape of a nucleus? 

Are nuclei all spherical?



Some nuclei are deformed in the ground state!

what are combinations of (Z,N) which yield a deformation?

http://t2.lanl.gov/tour/sch001.html

what is the shape of nucleus? 



Density Distribution High energy electron scattering

Born approximation:

(Fourier transform of the density)

Form factor

e-



Fermi distribution

(fm-3)

(fm)

(fm)

Saturation

property



Momentum Distribution

Fermi gas approximation

kx

ky

kz

Fermi energy: (MeV)

(note: spin-isospin degeneracy)

r = 0.17 fm-3 kF ~ 1.36 fm-1

kF



Nuclear Mass

B

(binding energy)



1. B(N,Z)/A ~ 8.5 MeV (A > 12)           Short range nuclear force



Long vs short range interaction

Long range force: 

Short range force: saturation



If one nucleon interacts only with surrounding a nucleons

B ~ aA/2            B/A ~ a/2 (const.)

For A < a+1, one nucleon interacts with all the other nucleons

A

B/A 

a+1



1. B(N,Z)/A ~ 8.5 MeV (A > 12)           Short range nuclear force

2. Effect of Coulomb force for heavy nuclei



Nuclear Chart

Stable nuclei: 



1. B(N,Z)/A ~ -8.5 MeV (A > 12)           Short range nuclear force

2. Effect of Coulomb force for heavy nuclei

3. Fusion for light nuclei

4. Fission for heavy nuclei


